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Where to Build in East LA?
Affordable Housing Opportunities along the Gold Line Phase Two Extension
Map 1: Map of Proposed Gold Line Extensions. Source: METRO Interactive Phase 2 Map

Introduction and Local Context
Affordable housing has become a hot-topic
issue in California in the wake of the Great
Recession; the foreclosure crisis and housing
bust has pushed thousands of homeowners to
enter the renter market, constricting an already
limited rental housing market and raising rent
prices to new highs. Much of Los Angeles’
affordable housing stock is dwindling as a
result of three factors. The first issue is the
original wave of affordable housing created
under the Low Income Housing Tax Credit
(LIHTC) is set to convert to market-rate over

the next few years. Secondly, inclusionary zoning in Los Angeles has been declared illegal under the Costa-Hawkins Act, eliminating
a valuable government program to mandate affordable housing. Finally, the California Redevelopment Agency (along with all its
subsidiaries) has been declared outlawed and subsequently dissolved, eliminating a main source of community development funding.
These factors have required affordable housing advocates to find new ways to develop projects, with transit-oriented-development
(TOD) emerging as the new driving force behind low-income housing. The Southern California Association of Governments’ (SCAG)
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new Sustainable Communities Strategy and Regional Transportation Plan for 2012-2035 reflects this shift, focusing on promoting
development within ½ mile of major transit stops or corridors. With LA Metro undertaking multiple rail line expansion projects, there
exists a plethora of opportunities for affordable housing developers to capitalize on land that is set to be designated as TOD-eligible
and build projects that will increase the current stock.
Framing the Problem
One of Metro’s railway expansions is the Gold Line Phase 2 Extension into East Los Angeles, currently slated to begin operations in
2017. There are currently two alternatives for the project, with 10 total transit stations proposed between the two alternatives. The
project is the first major transit proposal for East Los Angeles County, which is overwhelmingly car-centric and suffers from some of
the worst traffic congestion in the country. As a result, the areas where the stations are set to be located will become more desirable to
both live in develop. It is therefore imperative to target potential sites for affordable housing projects now, before investors and
speculators move in to capitalize on the newly-valuable land.
In an ideal world every station would have an affordable housing site designation and the maximum amount of possible units would
be built, but realistically the public and nonprofit resources available limit the feasibility of targeting more than 2 or three locations.
Therefore, it is important to determine which locations are best suited for development, so that nonprofit agencies can position
themselves to acquire land and property as it becomes available. While debt and equity capital will ultimately determine the scopes of
development, analyzing the area around the two alternative routes will allow developers to hone in on the locations with the highest
potential and greatest possible return on investment (with return being defined as increasing community benefits). A geospatial
analysis done on ArcGIS of existing conditions is thus a perfect tool to use in this instance, with the visual results making it easy to
communicate to potential developers where they should focus their efforts. Mapping out the local context with a population data
overlay of the transit stations is ultimately the fastest and most effective way for one to hone in on areas to target.
Data Selection and Justification
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As with most residential development, the principal indicators used for analysis are demographic statistics, with Census data being the
most comprehensive and accurate. For my project I chose a handful of variables that focus on the population most likely to qualify for
and need affordable housing, with the latter being defined as costing no more than 30% of a household’s gross monthly income.
Because TOD is defined as being within a ½ mile radius of transit stations, I focused on analyzing the smallest possible geography
available (in this case census tracts) to maximize accuracy. Furthermore, while demographic analysis traditionally tracks changes over
time to forecast future populations, I instead focused on using the American Communities (ACS) Survey 5-year aggregate for 2010
and using singular temporal data in my analysis. This was done for two reasons: firstly, the US Census is collected at a single point in
time, while the ACS survey is ongoing and therefore provides more accurate information about a place, and secondly, limiting the
scope of the analysis to 2010 prevents results from being obfuscated by too many variables and comparisons across time. Using ACS
5-year data also integrates a (limited) temporal perspective into the data, since it is averaged out between 2006 and 2010 to provide
2010 estimates that reflect the short-term changes in the area.
The demographic data I looked at was all gathered from the Census’ American FactFinder website, which I downloaded and formatted
to only keep the variables I had selected. The first variable I picked was rent as a percentage of household income, which relates
directly to defining affordable housing (rent more than 30% is unaffordable). I also targeted the share of renters versus homeowners
within each census tract to determine which areas had the highest renter rate. Finally, I looked at population density as a measure of
feasibility, as areas that are already highly concentrated will have less space to build on. Finally, the data for my maps was pulled from
LA County’s GIS database and Metro’s GIS download page, which I combined to build a street grid that incorporated existing transit.
Methods Used
Having gathered all the necessary data, I went about building a site map to use as a canvas for my analysis. Though I reached out to
Metro about acquiring their existing GIS data for the railway alternatives, they declined to release it due to it being an ongoing project.
Instead, I decided to create a GIS layer of the train stations proposed for each alternative. As both alternatives are equally likely, I
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combined the two routes into one layer to simplify the analysis. I first downloaded the street grid shapefile for the entire county, then
used Metro’s interactive Gold Line map to determine the approximate location of each station and place them accordingly. I finalized
my transit line map by creating a new line layer and joining all the station points together to symbolize the tracks. Afterwards, I
download the 2010 census tracts shapefile for LA County from the Census’ TIGER website and exported a new layer from it that only
included the tracts within 1.5 miles of a station (which ensured capturing the surrounding community and not just the TOD area),
using the select by location feature in ArcMap.
With my basic map finished, I joined the data from each census table to the census tract layer. First, I reformatted all the tables to be
usable in GIS (eliminating non-alphanumeric characters, deleting unnecessary columns and rows, recalculating intervals, etc). Then I
saved them within a created Geodatabase and, after adding them to the basemap, joined them to the census tract shapefile based on the
common Geoid field (I had to convert the field for the census tracts from text to number to match the Excel table). I finished by
creating a choropleth map for each ACS variable and labeling the corresponding results within each census tract. As ACS does not
directly calculate population density, the population density map required the extra step of creating a new field in the census tract
attribute table that divided the total population within each tract by the polygon’s area (in this case square kilometers). Similarly, the
gross rent vs. income data was recalculated from the original ACS table to only count households that spend over 40% of their income
on rent (using 40% as a baseline allows one to target the households most in need of affordable housing)
Alongside the mapping of demographic data, I also analyzed how the current transit would interact with the proposed stations. I
downloaded and mapped all the existing bus stations that were within my basemap area, then created a 0.5 mile TOD buffer around
each train station to only select the bus stops that fell within said buffer. Finally, I calculated the number of stops within each station
buffer by creating a count filed for the bus stop attribute table and joining the bus stop shapefile to the buffer shapefile. The new layer
provided both the buffer zones and a count for the number of stops within each zone. The final step for all my maps was to provide
geographic context by importing a street basemap shapefile. This allowed me to overlay the GIS shapefiles with a Google Maps-type
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streets grid and visually display the exact location of the train stations, bus stops, buffers, and census tracts. All maps were then
formatted, given a legend and scale bar, and exported as images to integrate within this report.
Results and Analysis
Figure 1: Percentage of Households that spend over 40% of Income on Rent. Source: 2010 US Census, ESRI Streets Map

Figure 1 shows the
percentage of households that
spend over 40% of their
monthly income on rent by
census tract, with the darkest
tracts having the highest
percentage of renters. It is
evident that the area as a whole
suffers from a lack of accessible
housing, with most tracts having
over 30% of its population
spend over 40% of its monthly
income on rent. Most
alarmingly, two tracts have
close to ¾ of their total
population living in
unaffordable rental housing.
Also evident is the seemingly
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random distribution of renter affordability, which makes it harder to pinpoint areas or corridors that are the least affordable. The
exception to this is the inner ring within the phase
Figure 2: Share of Households that are Renter. Source: 2010 US Census, ESRI Streets Map

two alternatives, as there are 6 census
tracts that have over half of their
household population spending more
than 40% of its income on rent.
These results can be overlaid with
those found in Figure 2 to determine
the significance of each tract. Figure 2
shows the share of households that are
renters within each census tract, again
having the darkest tracts denote the
areas with the highest share of renters.
A comparison of the two figures
shows how the areas with the highest
percentage of renters tend to be
immediately adjacent to the least
affordable locations, while the latter
areas have a low to moderate share of
renters. Most importantly, so far the only census tracts that appear to be significant in both maps is the cluster around the Garfield and
Whittier stations, and the area Northeast of the Lambert station.
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Figure 3 provides a final map that assigns weight by population density to the results found in Figures 1 and 2. At the same time,
looking at which places are the
Figure 3: Population Density by Square Kilometer. Source: 2010 US Census, ESRI Streets Map

most dense facilitates
consideration of the type of
development that is to occur.
Because most affordable
housing is multi-family
residential, building up in areas
that have constrained
infrastructure and are already
limited in land availability will
not be as desirable. Instead, it is
probably better to target places
that have more land available
but are still adjacent to dense
areas. Looking at the density of
the two aforementioned
clusters, the results show that

the tracts west of the Garfield/Whittier stations and immediately north of the Lambert station are among the most dense, though the
target areas themselves are all medium-density. On an unrelated note, many of the other stations have adjacent tracts that are among
the least dense, which is surprising considering Metro would probably target areas with the most population density, as these would
lead to higher ridership for the Gold Line.
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Figures 4 and 5 switch focus to existing transit options in the area, with Figure 4 mapping out all existing bus stops that fall within a ½
mile buffer and Figure 5 symbolizing the number of stops within buffer by weighted points. Figure 5 is especially useful in showing
how existing transit options will facilitate travel from the train stations to other parts of the Phase Two cities, as wells as visually
displaying where existing transit corridors exist. The Whittier station immediately jumps out as a high-transit area, most likely due to
it being located at the intersection of two primary streets (Whittier and Garfield, with the latter connecting the 5 and 60 freeways).
Less encouraging are the results for the Lambert station, which, despite being located in a moderately high-density area, and serving
as the final station along one proposed alternative, only has 8 existing bus stops in the vicinity.

Figure 5: Bus Stops within 0.5 Miles of Train Station. Source: LA Metro, ESRI Streets Map

Figure 4: Number of Bus Stops within 0.5 Miles of Train Station. Source: LA Metro, ESRI Streets Map
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Recommendations for Future Development
Spatial analysis of the current population and transportation conditions along the Phase Two alternatives leads one to conclude that
there exist two main areas that could benefit the most from affordable housing projects: the neighborhoods around the Whittier and
Lambert stations. Both places have a very high share of renters, are relatively unaffordable for almost half of the surrounding
population, and have areas with ample amounts of space to build on that are adjacent to dense, established locations. Both areas are
also already served by existing bus lines that connect them to the rest of the community, and would undoubtedly qualify as TOD
locations. The Whittier station location is especially attractive to future development, due to it being far and away place best-served by
transit and having a high concentration of low-income renters.
It is important to note that both stations are located along the Washington Corridor alternative, and no station along the SR-60
alternative was shown to be very suitable for affordable housing development (Peck station was the only one with a similar profile to
the two aforementioned choices, but the tracts that would benefit the most from development were outside of the 0.5 mile TOD buffer
zone). This analysis ended up showing not only which stations should be targeted, but also which alternative was more beneficial to
the local community from a social equity standpoint. The argument against the SR-60 alternative could also be made from an
environmental justice perspective, as housing located along major freeways has been correlated with increased health risks for the
resident population. Ultimately, though this is a first look at both alternatives, the evidence seems to indicate that the Washington
Corridor expansion is more desirable. At the very least, developers can being exploring possible sites for housing projects close to the
Whittier and Lambert stations.
Limitations and Future Studies
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By far the greatest limitation on my study was being required to use census tracts as the primary geography; not being able to conduct
analysis by block group reduced the accuracy of all the demographic mapping and made the resulting conclusions weaker. Honing in
on a smaller geography will allow for the buffer analysis to extend to the demographic data and make analysis of the areas around the
train stations more accurate. Similarly, not having access to the EIR reports or GIS data for the two alternatives also made it harder to
compare the two or analyze them accurately; this report would benefit significantly from incorporating Metro’s own analysis and GIS
mapping of the project organization may have already done.
The main item I would change for future studies are incorporating more variables into the demographic and transportation analysis,
especially income and poverty data and the future bus line routes Metro plans for the area. Resource constraints limited to exploring
only a select amount of Census data, and integrating more statistics would help to bolster my analysis. I would also look at analyzing
real estate data for the proposed sites and mapping out future trends that display how the area might look by the time the Gold Line
project is complete. Finally, this study would benefit greatly from integrating zoning data into GIS, as zoning regulations are one of
the main constraints on development; feasibility is ultimately determined by what one is allowed to build. Unfortunately, because the
stations run through multiple cities, each with their own zoning code, combining all the relevant data together was beyond the scope of
this report. Hopefully this can be done in the near future.
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